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BROWN SWISS PROOFS RELEASE
TOP PROVEN BULL

IFEELING
Volvo x Payoff x Camaro
The former #1 bull in France in ISU as genomic sire in 2015 is now adding milking
daughters to his French proof and keeps improving ! He gained 3 pts of ISU with 15
daughters and strengthens his pattern : high milk volume combined with good
components, very good udders. The Ifeeling daughters bring a lot of satisfaction to
their breeders and his confirmation is great news for his sons MOMO PF and
MAESTRO GP ! We look forward to next runs with more daughters in 2019 !
IFEELING
HAYSSLI
Payssli x Traction x Jolt

Fiesta , HAYSSLI ‘s dam

This sire is making an incredible job on the field. Adding more and more daughters
in milk, we realize how homogenous his progeny is ! Hayssli improves again his type
index up to +1.4 now and is one of the most consistent sire of the moment to breed
excellent cows in all parts. Udders are extremely well attached, very high rear
udders. Rump are ideally square with very strong top line and feet and legs are very
good too. This is no big surprise for the ones who know well his cow family : his
dam Fiesta is one of the best Traction daughters, winning several shows, like did her
mother too Vanessa. Hayssli also gained in milk production and ISU with 13 pts
more !
HAMSTER
Payssli x Huray x Zeus CH
This very milky Payssli son delivers more and more very pleasant cows on the
ground at the moment. Not only they work hard, they also show nice dairyness and
depth of rib, with good top line, and excellent bone quality. Rear udders are very
high and he can be used to lengthen too shorts teats, when becoming an issue for
functionality. Unfortunately his semen stock is quite limited. He is 2206 LPI in
Canada (#11 proven bulls!) and 1107 in ITE.

Lalante, HAMSTER’s
daughter

NEW GENOMICS
NO DECIBEL
Daredevil x Anibal x Dally

Lulabel, NoDECIBEL’s dam

This newcomer has a bright future with a very good combination of high
production, correct fat and very good type and udders. He goes back to the famous
cow Tigelle (Hussli) his 4th dam, still milking and over 100 000 kg lifetime ! As one of
the most interesting Daredevil son, he improves udders in all traits (+1.5 in France
and 131 in Switzerland) : super ligament and shallow udders, high rear udders with
long and strong fore udders, good teat position. His daughters will also show a very
good frame with a good width, and especially top feet and legs with a incredible
score of +1.8 in France (151 in Italy) ! He is 1292 GZW CH and 1099 in ITE, will be
available also with sexed semen early 2019.
NESQUICK
Vassli x Twilight x Harley
This late Vassli son brings another interesting breeding solution, his pedigree has no
Vigor, no Glenn ! He also combines important traits like +1000 milk, shallow udders
+1.5, fast milking +0,9 , strong F&L +1.5 and easy calving ! His complete pattern can
fit many opportunities of mating, he’s going to add also strong frames with width
and straight top lines. His grand-dam was imported from Germany and took part to
the European Brown Swiss show in Mende 2016 and he has an attractive 134 udder
score on the German basis, along with BB and A2A2 !

Illusion, NESQUICK‘s gran
dam

OTHER SIRES WITH GOOD RUNS
NICE GP is benefiting from the confirmation of his sire Fact in Switzerland with first
daughters in milk ! He is now GZW 1334 and an incredible 137 for udder score ! He
is also a high milk bull well over 1000 kg with super functional traits and has Calvin
as MGS, one of the best udder bull in the breed !
NAMUR remains in the top for GZW in Germany with 131 (#5 genomic sires
available) and top fertility score at 117 ! He is also 1328 ITE in Italy and is widely
available with sexed semen also.

Jolie GP, NICE GP’s dam
MOMO PF remains in the very top of many countries index list with its great
package of milk, components and very good udders, along with a different sire as
Ifeeling adding daughters in his proof. He is 1422 GZW CH (he is #3) and 1270 ITE.
With a very complete sire like LOGO GP (Glarus x Jongleur) at 163 PPR now, some
of the best Glarus sons are surely in France !

MELCHIOR

And MELCHIOR remains one of the hottest Biver son for milk index worldwide,
along with a very nice type pattern, with a proven sire stack behind with Anibal and
Huray. He is 1301 GZW CH and 142 PPR in USA, and has a good amount of sexed
semen available too !

